Note

on

further

of the action

course

garb

to

RS Sabha in the matter

dt.27.02.2021 initiated by ACM-I (Sadar), Agra of

demolition of the wall
the

of action available

on

Kh. No. 330 of

of removing eneroachment

on

Jaganpur Mustakil

under

Chak road in Kh. No. 335 of

Jaganpur Mustakil:
1.

Legal notice dt.28.02.2021

was

sent to the

DM, Agra and

others by email.
2.

Legal notice dt.01.03.2021 was sent to DM, Agra and others
by Registered Post with Acknowledgment Due.

3.

Draft of the letter dt.03.03.2021

by Secretary, RS Sabha

DM, Agra and others requesting him

to

constitute

a

to

team of

competent and honest Lekhpals to conduet Survey of the
lands in Kh. No. 335, 334 and 330 of
with copy marked

to

Jaganpur

Chief Minister, U.P. with

a

Mustakil

request

to

take immediate action

against the erring officials is
enclosed herewith and flagged 'A' and the same will be sent
by Registered Post with Acknowledgement Due along with all
the enclosures mentioned therein.
It has been already informed to the Secretary, RS Sabha on

28.02.2021 itself that strike is going on in Allahabad High Court and
so there is no possibility of approaching Allahabad High Court in the
near future.

Further course of action available:
1. In view of the ongoing strike of the advocates it is not possible too

file

a

writ in the

High Court. Hence, Secretary, RS Sabha

may

address a letter to the Chief Justice, Allahabad High Court
highlighting about the urgency involved in the matter request for
initiating appropriate writ and grant 'Status Quo' order.
2. To approach Civil court seeking for damages and the expenses
incurred for reconstructing the demolished wall and seek for
injunction and other reliefs also in the suit, specifically attributing

malafides, illegalities, arbitrariness and high-handedness in the
action initiated by ACM-I.
3. To file application under the Revenue Code to conduct survey of
Kh. No. 330 and the adjoining lands of RS Sabha so that they could

be demarcated and bOundaries could be fixed afresh.

4. In the video clippings dt.27.02.202 1, it is very clear that/Vinay

Yadav, Lekhpal and others resorted

derogatory

comments

to

defamatory

remarks and

against OSD. OSD in his individual capacity

also seek
may initiate Criminal action under Sec. 499 IPC and
damages for defamation.

5. RS Sabha may initiate criminal proceedings against all the

Concerned including ACM-I for criminal1 trespasS, mischief,

falsification, forgery and fabrication of Revenue Records.
Humbly submitted for Gracious Guidance.
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